Physical Texturing for Superhydrophobic Polymeric Surfaces: A Design Perspective.
Surface wetting on the textured surface is classically explained by the theories of Cassie-Baxter or Wenzel. However, in recent years, an increasing number of complex surface topographies with superhydrophobic properties have been achieved without prediction or simulation using these theories. One example is biomimetic surfaces. In many instances, theories were used to explain surface properties found in nature but have not led to or predicted the complex topographies. Although new wetting theories continue to emerge, there is not yet a set of design rules to guide the selection of surface topographies to achieve superhydrophobicity. By grouping known surface topographies into common geometrical descriptions and length scale, this paper suggests a set of surface topography classifications to provide selection guidelines for engineering superhydrophobic surfaces. Two key outcomes emerged from the design analysis: first, categorization of frequently reported surface patterns shows that there exists a set of commonly used descriptions among diverse designs; second, the degree of hydrophobicity improvement within a class of topography design can be used to predict the limit of improvement in superhydrophobicity for a given material. The presentation of topography descriptors by categories of design and performance may serve as a prologue to an eventually complete set of design guidelines for superhydrophobic performance.